In no country in the world is social and economic development and potential evenly
distributed & it is not possible for social and economic development & potential to
be distributed evenly across geographic space.
Diverse and disparate spatial contexts suggests that policy design must be informed by the
specific conditions in particular areas ‐ a policy approach which itself should be
differentiated and conducive to the requirements of the different contexts
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Bullet 1: spatial inequality is a product of growth and the dynamic qualities of areas are
developed historically and culturally over a long period of time
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Space economy displays quite stark disparities and is significantly polarised.
Has macro and microscale aspects to them
Macro scale:
Concentrated areas of high economic activity, high population densities & levels of
poverty
Low economic activity, lack of significant diversification, high densities of poverty
Within the macro picture micro‐scale inequalities:
Legacy of local apartheid – dualism (townships and suburbs)
Service delivery backlogs
Spatial fragmentation
social and economic exclusion of settlements on the fringes of cities and towns
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Indicates the substantial thresholds we have to overcome.
General approach is ‘aspatial aspects’ & redistributive intervention mechanisms to
increase productivity of households own income.
By…..
Ensure the provision of essential services & social transfers – improve households own
productivity
Main focus of public investment is on human capital development
Reduce migration costs – labour market intelligence, reception centres
Sound rural development policies and programmes, aggressive land and agrarian reform
and expansion of agricultural extension services
Functionally linked network of service nodes to facilitate access to key health, education,
welfare, financial and other social services
Develop functional linkages to major centres where possible creating opportunities for
access to markets, skills and financial capital. – this is based on the view that convergence
is more successful where lagging regions are functionally linked and connected to centres
of economic activity.
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Is redirecting investments to poor areas (especially those with low economic potential)
effective at reducing poverty?
Is it always true that poverty is best addressed where it manifests itself? What if the
conditions are such (i.e. social and economic activity are at such a low ebb) that it is nto
possible to sustain livelihoods in the foreseeable future?
What types of investments are effective in poor areas with poor natural resources and
economic potential?
What kinds of environments afford the poor with greater protection against shocks and to
diversify incomes?
Is the aggregate impact on poverty reduction greater by focusing on areas with high
poverty rates or high poverty densities?
Is it possible in all circumstances to locate jobs where people reside or does it make more
sense to move people to jobs?
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Key purpose is to guide infrastructure investment, social spending in a coordinated and
spatially targeted way.
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